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Memorandum of understanding between the DAV Degree College,
Varanasi, (Admitted to the privileges of Banaras Hindu University) and

the Varanasi Photographers Association

Preamble

DAV Degree College, Varanasi and the Varanasi Photographers Association here in

after called the 'Partners", found it mutually for the academic benefit to have a formal

understanding between, the two Partners in taking up collaborative research, training,

upgradation of knowledge and placement activities based on mutual cooperation and

understanding. In the above programmes the DAV Degree College will be concern only

to enhancement of the academic knowledge of its students through the training &

placement activities.

Both the partners have thus arived at an understanding as indicated below:

The Partners
The Partners of this Memorandum of Understanding are the DAV Degree College

represented by the Dr. Satya Dev Singh, Principal, DAV Degree College, Varanasi or his

nominee on one side and the Varanasi Photographers Association represented by Mr.

Sameer Nanadan Gupta (Sanjay) on the other side.

Delails of Understanding:

The Partners, after due consideration of various aspects have arrived at the following

understanding in respect ofthe research, training and placement.
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The DAV Degree college, Varanasi will provide students and academic staff for the
successful completion of the activities, while on the other varanasi photographers

Association would provide its staff for training and would organize placement
programme time to time.

The Partners will evolve a mechanism for exchange of experiences and expertise for
mutual benefit ofboth the organisations.

Date of Effect

This Memorandum of understanding will come into effect on the date of signature and
will remain in force until either side delivers written notification to the other of its
intention to terminate the Memorandum, in which case it will terminate three months
after the receipt of such a notification.

MODIFICATION
The MoU may be amehded by mutual consent through an exchange of correspondences
between the two Partners.

SIGNATURES

Signed, on the l& day of02 (English month) of2015 (year)

tn
r..suffif,$gr,
Principal
DAV Degree College, Varanasi
(Admitted to the privileges of BHU)

*,?ffffi.u,

Mr.
Varanasi Photographers Association
ck65/500 kabir road,
Kabirchaura,
Varanasi
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